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AKTD   THERMAL DEGASIFIERS 

TS 712
ISO 9001–2008 
BFPN:178-000

  In steam and hot water systems, there are two important 
effects causing to corrosion and deformation. The hardness and 
stone causing materials like lime in the water and Oxygen (02) and 
carbon dioxide (CO2) gases.
  Oxygen (02) is found in the air and in fresh boiler feed water 

as dissolved. Water creates reaction with oxygen in a very easy 
way in contact with the air. 
  Carbon dioxide (CO2) is formed by the decomposition of 

hardness creating materials (carbohydrates) constituting the 
temporary hardness of the raw water or changing the quality after 
softening treatment under temperature and pressure. 
  Steam boiler feed water, and free oxygen (02) present as dis-

solved in hot water boilers, carbon dioxide (CO2) gases formed by 
the decomposition of carbonates in the boilers cause corrosions 
boilers, in the device using steam and especially in the plants in 
the form of pores and dissolutions by rusting. The effects of these 
gases further increase as fresh feed water ratio and system opera-
ting pressure increases.
  If boiler feed water oxygen is not purifi ed from these gases, 

the life of all system is shortened and even in a very short time, 
corrosions and perforations may occur in the boiler and the device 
and facilities forming the system. Besides this, CO2 causes exces-
sive corrosions especially in the devices using steam and serpenti-
nes and in condense pipes.    

  In order to purify boiler feed water from 02 and CO2 gases, 
they are compulsory to be degased by passing from degasifier 
device.
  Classical thermal degasifi ers operating based on temperature 

positive (+) pressure principle are especially used in high pressure 
systems having high fresh feed water ratio. These devices provide 
the carbohydrates fragmented in condense tank in part with frag-
menting in their own body and with releasing their gases. Opera-
ting temperature of these devices is from 102°C to 105°C, and the 
operating pressure is at the level of 0,2 bar- 0,5 bar and degasing 
effi ciency of them is at the range from 96% to 100%. Since the 
temperature is high, in order to provide the boiler feed pumps 
with operating without causing cavitation, the installation of the 
pumps at least in 4m-4.5 m height is compulsory. In this type of 
degasser system, another part of heating steam is released to the 
water in the degasser tank through special mixture equipment and 
degasing again is prevented.
  In degasser system, feed is pulverized and by passing through 

degasser pans and mixing with steam, its temperature is increa-
sed and so, 02 and CO2 gases are separated from the feed water. 
Released 02 and CO2 gases are released off from the automatic 
gas supply valve.
  Degasser system consists of a few devices, fi xtures and ne-

cessary installations for their connections.

THE FEATURES OF AKTD THERMAL DEGASIFIERS 

FEED WATER PREPARERS 
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Degassed water amount m2/h 2 5 7 10 15
Degasser tank volume m3 2 3 4 5 7
Width mm 1.215 1.350 1.700 1.700 1.700
Length mm 2.300 2.850 2.850 2.950 3.850
Height mm 2.900 3.400 3.600 4.100 4.100
Base width x length mm 1315 x 2400 1450 x 2950 1800 x 2950 1800 x 3050 1800 x 3950

Degassed water amount m2/h 20 25 30 40 50
Degasser tank volume m3 10 13 16 20 25
Width mm 1.700 1.760 1.760 2.160 2.160
Length mm 5.500 7.150 8.750 7.150 8.750
Height mm 4.100 4.250 4.600 5.100 5.100
Base width x length mm 1800 x 5600 1860 x 7250 1860 x 8850 2260 x 7250 2260 x 8850

DEGASSER TYPE UNIT AKTD 2 AKTD 5 AKTD 7 AKTD 10 AKTD 15

DEGASSER TYPE UNIT AKTD 20 AKTD 25 AKTD 30 AKTD 40 AKTD 50
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HIGH QUALITY, FAST FEED WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM 

• Base width must be accepted minimum as 100 mm.
• The right of making change in technical issues is reserved by our fi rm.
• Special designs and manufacturing can be done.

TECHNICAL DIMENSIONS OF AKTD THERMAL DEGASIFIERS 

DEGASSER DOME 
It is manufactured in the diameter and 

size appropriate for the capacity, in required 
thickness from stainless material or black 
sheet. Top dome manufactured from bla-
ck sheet is subjected to hot-dip galvanized 
process subsequent to the manufacturing. 
Dome is connected to degasser tank as fl an-
ged. There are pulverization tables manufa-
ctured from stainless sheet with feed water 
pulverized system in the dome. Degasser 
dome is isolated by rabbits wire stone wool 
in appropriate intensity and thickness and 
due to the customer request, by galvanized 
aluminum or stainless sheet.

DEGASSER TANK 
It is manufactured in the type of recum-

bent or upright in accordance with degasser 
type and the location status of the boiler, and 
in the type of round head by using St37 ma-
terial. Degasser tank exterior surfaces are pa-
inted with two coats of anti-rust paint tank 
degasser appropriate density and degasser 
tank is isolated by rabbits wire stone wool 
in appropriate intensity and thickness and 

due to the customer request, by galvanized 
aluminum or stainless sheet. When neces-
sary, the tank is supplemented with NPI-NPU 
profi les from the interior part against vacuum 
tank. On the tank, there are dome connection 
fl ange and the other necessary connection 
fl anges and on the bottom steam distribu-
tion collectors and pipes for mixture type 
heating.

ROTTEN STEAM CONDENSER  
In order to separate corrosive gases rele-

ased from the degasser from corrosive gases 
in the mixed rotten steam and to recycle its 
temperature, rotten steam condenser in the 
type of heat exchanger.   Rotten steam is 
condensed by cooling with feed water and 
so, the feed water is subjected to preheat. 
Condenser is used to recover the heat is the 
heat exchanger type. Rotten Steam Conden-
ser Feed is manufactured from copper pipe or 
completely from steel material in in hot-dip 
galvanized body.

DEGASSER FIXTURES
In degasser, it is used pressure redu-

cer valve, thermostatic valve, steam, water 
connection and by-pass valves, level control 
order, drain valve, water exit valve, automa-
tic degassing valve, glass tube water level 
indicator and operating, control and safety 
fi xtures like manometer and thermometer 
are used in accordance with degasser type, 
capacity and business conditions.

DEGASSER FEED PUMP
In order to be fed of the degassers with 

water depending on the levels of the degas-
sers, 20 mSS -25 mSS pressure centrifugal or 
progressive types of pumps are used due to 
the level. In pump selection, it is very impor-
tant for the pump to comply with degasser 
capacity.

Since determining the types of degasser 
system, their designs and sizing are conduc-
ted by considering system requirements and 
in these systems heat recovery applications 
can be applied broadly in these systems, call 
us for the solution of the problems about be-
ing degased of the boiler feed waters.


